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Very defrcient has collected.

6. The text is organized in a logical Outstanding
manner. It flows naturally and is easy Verygood
to follow. Transitions, summaries and Acceptable
conclusions exist as appropriate. The Somewhat defrcient
author demonstrates high quality Very deficient
writing skills and usesstandard
spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

7. The thesis meets the general Outstanding
requirements (Iormatting, chapters, Very good
length, division into sections, etc.). Acceptable
References are cited properly within Somewhat delicient
the text and a complete relerence list Very delicient
is provided.
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Assessment Criteria Scale Comments
1. Introduction is well written, brief, Outstanding

interesting, and compelling. It Very good
motivates the work and provides a Acceptable
elear statement of the problem. It Somewhat deficient
places the problem in context, It Very deficient
presents and overview of the thesis.

2. Uterature review is comprehenslve and Outstanding ft is importont to understond thot thls
com plete. It synthesizes a variety of Very good tbesis is on interdíscipUnary one and for
sourees and provides context for the Acceptable this reoson, the foeus on ELT is not thot
research. It shows the author's Somewhat deficient obvious. In other words, tne outhor
understanding of the most relevant Very defrcient addresses educational issues more from
literature on the subject matter. the perspective of new media on thon

English languoge teaching. This foct
could be perceived problemotic but I
think it is occeptable due to the noture
of the research presented further.

3. The methodology chapter provides Outstanding
clear and thorough description of the Very good
research methodology. It discusses Acceptable
why and what methods were chosen Somewhat defrcient
for research. The research Very defrcient
methodology 15 appropriate for the
identified research questions.

4. The results/data are analyzed and Outstanding
interpreted effectively. The chapter Very good
ties the theory with the findings. It Acceptable
addresses the applications and Somewhat defrcient
implications of the research. It Very deficient
discusses strengtbs, weakness es, and
limitations of the research.

S. The thesis shows critícal and analytical Outstanding The author shows a big obility to moke
thinking about the area of study and Very good connections between topics in various
the author's experti se in this area. Acceptable fields ond drow very sound concfusions

Somewhat deficient obout secondary or primary data sne

Final Comments & Questions

Ms. 8ečvářová successfully brings together her two areas of studies - English and Art - and conducts an
interesting interdisciplinarv project. The thesis raise awareness of the value and potential of new media in
education in generál and the development of 21" century life skills. The thesis also provides insights into the
actual implernentation of new media into teaching Art and English and ideas about possibilities and challenges
associated with such approach in Czechschools. The originality of the research focus makes the thesis an
enjoyable piece to read.

I suggest that the author is awarded the grade "excellent" for her thesis project,
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